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Validation of a Real-time AVS Encoder on FPGA
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Abstract: A whole I frame AVS real-time video encoder is designed and implemented on FPGA platform in
this paper. The system uses the structure of the flow calculation, coupled with a dual-port RAM memory
between/among the various functional modules. Reusable design and pipeline design are used to optimize
various encoding module and to ensure the efficient operation of the pipeline. Through the simulation of ISE
software and the verification of Xilinx Vritex-4 pro platform, it can be seen that the highest working frequency
can be up to 110 MHz, meeting the requirements of the whole I frame real-time encoding of AVS in CIF
resolution. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L.
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1. Introduction
In 2006, AVS was officially approved as China's
new generation of audio and video coding standard
[1-2]. AVS video coding standard achieved a certain
balance between the performance and the
implementation of complexity, on behalf of the
internationally advanced level. At present, AVS
decoder and decoding chip have been developed and
applied in a relatively mature manner. But the AVS
encoding chip is still in research phase, rarely coming
to the market. FPGA platform has rich register and
logic resources, whose hardware parallel processing
mode can meet the design requirements of a majority
of high-speed electronic-circuits and can implement
complex digital video signal processing. It is one of
the best choices to implement or verify AVS encoder.
This article has an intensive study of the algorithm of
the whole I frame coding of AVS, intending to
realize the stream processing structure of the whole I
frame real-time encoding of AVS based on the
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characteristics of the FPGA hardware [3]. Because of
the limitations of the occupation of resources and
running speed, the system uses appropriate
multiplexing and pipeline technology and forms the
encoder algorithm processing module with macro
block as processing unit. Dual-port RAM memory is
coupled between various functional modules to
ensure the efficient operation of the pipeline and the
optimal utilization of hardware resources.

2. System Analysis
The real-time capture of CIF resolution images,
the whole I frame encoding of AVS and its network
transmission are carried out on FPGA-based
platform. The system mainly consists of video
capture module, data scheduling module, I frame
encoding module and Ethernet transmission module.
The realization diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
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3. Data Acquisition and Transmission

Fig. 1. System Block Diagram.

Video capture module mainly completes decoding
the composite video into YUV (4:2:0) digital video,
preparing video data for the whole I frame encoding
of AVS. Data scheduling module provides I frame
encoding system with original data and transmits the
encoded bit-stream to Ethernet transmission module.
Video data is of high throughput and high bandwidth,
and massive data exchanges between low-speed
memory (such as DDR) and high-speed memory
(such as RAM of FPGA) are involved. Thus
successful data scheduling strategy is one of the key
technologies to implement the real-time encoding.
This system consists of the IP core of self-designed
DDR controller and the IP core of data scheduling.
The whole I frame encoding system mainly
implements I frame real-time encoding of AVS
video. The whole system, implementing the design
independently with hardware description language, is
composed of intra prediction module, transformation
and quantization module, and entropy coding
module. Ethernet transmission module executes AVS
bit-stream package and its transmission to PC. The IP
core of Ethernet controller and the IP core of network
transmission protocol, which are self-designed, are
utilized in the system
AVS player on PC adopts the DirectShow
architecture. The AVS real-time player based on AVS
decoder completed in our laboratory is to verify the realtime encoding capability of AVS coding system.

TVP5150PBS video decoder is used to convert
the input PAL video signal into the digital signal of
YUV (4:2:0). The output format is ITU-R BT.656.
When the system is powered on, FPGA initializes the
TVP5150 decoder through IIC bus. TVP5150 can
output 8-bit digital YUV video signals to the FPGA
front-side video capture module when connected to
composite video signal. Since the format of the video
signal received is ITU565 and the video information
is composed of 8-bit video signal without
independent horizontal and vertical sync information,
FPGA needs to extract horizontal and vertical sync
signal from the received 8-bit video signal and
convert the eight adjacent data (luminance and
chrominance signals) into 16-bit video signal.
The converted 16-bit video signal is written to
external DDR SDRAM memory through the DDR
SDRAM controller. The capacity of DDR SDRAM
memory is 16 M  16 bit. The system uses the burst
mode and stores the reception of one line of video
signal into the DDR SDRM as a line. Then a frame of
video signal can be stored into a Bank space of the
DDR SDRAM.
When encoding the video, the model reads data
from the DDR SDRAM in accordance with the order
of the macro block, i.e., the first macro block data is
in line 0 to 15 and column 0 to 15 of DDR SDRAM,
the second one is in line 0 to 15 and column 16 to 23
of DDR SDRAM, and the rest is read in this way.

4. Overall Design
The block diagram of overall design of the whole
I frame coding system of AVS [4-9] is shown in
Fig. 2, consisting of the intra-prediction module,
transformation and quantization module, and entropy
encoding module. The whole I frame encoding of
AVS can be realized when such peripheral circuits as
residuals, the remodeling, the writing of CBP and so
on are added.

Fig. 2. Block Diagram of Whole I Frame Encoding.
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Intra prediction module gets the reference data
from the reconstructed data of neighboring macro
block for the prediction of current macro block, and
completes the 8x8 block prediction to obtain the
prediction data and the prediction mode.
Transformation and quantization module mainly
completes DCT transformation, quantization, inverse
quantization and inverse DCT transformation. The
output of the quantization data after the Z-scan is for
the entropy encoding which outputs the encoded
stream. The data of Inverse DCT transformation is
added to the prediction data to get reconstructed data
of the sub-macro-block, which is fed back to the intra
prediction module to predict the next sub-macroblock. The entropy coding module mainly completes
the Z scanning and lengthening coding. The CBP
value of the macro block is obtained through the fullzero judgment of the scanned data. The code stream
of one macro block, 8 bits aligned and put into the
RAM, is formed by adding the written CPB
information to the front-side of the bit stream after
the lengthening coding.
The stream of each sub-macro-block is stored
separately. After completion of the entire coding of
the luminance and chrominance, the code stream of
one macro block is composed when adding the CBP
information to the front side. The code stream of the
whole macro block is put into a RAM with 8 bits
aligned. The algorithm is controlled by a state
machine and each aligned part of the code word is
shifted into RAM. After finishing the code stream of
one macro block, the last code word less than 8 bits
and the retaining bits are reserved. The insufficient
bits of the code word should be padded first before
writing the next stream of macro block. When one
macro block coding is completed, save the data of the
rightmost column and the lowermost line of the
macro block respectively for updating the left 16 data
when predicting the next macro block and the down
data. Continue with the coding of the next line of
macro block until one frame coding is completed.

5. I Frame Encoding Module
The whole I frame encoding of AVS needs to fully
consider the characteristics of the FPGA hardware
platform. The entire system is designed independently
with the hardware description language.

5.1. Intra Prediction
The unit of intra prediction module [10-16] is
macro block, reference sample acquisition and
prediction, mainly two parts included. The 25 data of
the top line and 16 data of the rightmost of
reconstructed column of previous macro block are
obtained from the neighboring macro block for
prediction of 16x16 macro block. The macro block
prediction diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Sub-macro-
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block prediction data are processed by transformation
and quantization module to extract the boundary data
from the reconstructed data for the next sub-macroblock prediction. The output prediction data subtract
the original data before sub-macro-block coding, and
the residual data acquired are given to the
transformation and quantization module to output the
best prediction mode to CBP writing module.

Fig. 3. Macro block Prediction Diagram.

Parallel implementation of a variety of prediction
modes is used in the prediction module. One pixel is
predicted in a clock cycle. The module calculates the
absolute difference of the predicted current pixel, and
adds it to the SAD register. The prediction is
completed in 64 clock cycles and the value of SAD is
computed at the same time. All available prediction
modes are executed in parallel, and then the value of
SAD of various modes are compared for the pattern
judgment. The best prediction mode is selected and
corresponding predicted data are put out. The various
arithmetic modules are coupled and cascaded through
the dual-port RAM without sync signal and
interference. Algorithms share public computing
units and multi-stage pipeline operations to form a
stream-oriented computing architecture with high
resource utilization. Both processing speed and
implementation cost are taken into account.
The ModelSim simulation result of the prediction
module is shown in Fig. 4. The signal sum_v, sum_h
sum_dc sum_dc_left sum_dc_top sum_ddl sum_ddr
and sum_p are SAD values of the various prediction
modes. The best prediction mode (logout) and
prediction data (dataout_intra) are obtained by
comparing separately.

5.2. Transformation and Quantization
The transformation and quantization module
includes four parts, DCT, quantization, inverse
quantization and inverse DCT transformation
[17-19]. The DCT transformation uses butterfly
algorithm, processing a row of data of 8x8 at every
time. Multiplication is replaced by shift and addition
to save a lot of computing time. Table lookup
operation is related in quantization. The quantization
table is stored in the ROM so that we can obtain the
desired results via the address. After the DCT
transformation and quantization, the quantization
coefficients of the residual data are sent to the
entropy coding module while the quantized data are
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processed with inverse quantization and inverse DCT
transformation to obtain reconstructed data of the 8x8
sub-macro-block to feed back to the intra prediction
module for the next 8x8 sub-macro-block prediction.
This module may be shared by the luminance and
chrominance since their algorithm is the same, which
can reduce resource consumption. Transformation
and quantization module, which involves a large
number of operations, is in most cases consuming.

Appropriate parallel operation in algorithm, the
inverse quantization, inverse DCT transformation and
the quantization are executed in parallel, is used to
improve the processing speed. In addition, data bits
are extended to assign a line of data of the 8x8 matrix
at the same time to save the time to read data.
ModelSim simulation result of transformation and
quantization module is shown in Fig. 5, in which qp
is 36 and n0_o is for quantized data.

Fig. 4. Simulation Result of Intra Prediction Module.

Fig. 5. Simulation Result of Transformation and Quantization Module.

5.3. Entropy Coding
Entropy coding module includes data zig-zag
scanning, run-length encoding, code table query,
code table switch, Columbus encoding and stream
output [20-22]. First, it scans the quantization data. If
the scanned data are not all 0, the data will be
processed with run-length encoding and Columbus
encoding, and the code stream will be output. If the
scanned data are all 0, the entropy coding will be
terminated and we should wait for the input data of
the next sub-macro-block quantization.
When (level, run) is encoded, the codeword length
is uncertain while the output stream is aligned to 8 bits.
The codeword is combined based on the output of the
previous codeword and the residual signal of the
corresponding code length to obtain the final code
stream. A variable value w is set as the output cache of
the codeword, while t is the length of the codeword
in w. When t is not less than 8, the bit stream is output

and 8 is subtract from t. Otherwise the encoded
codeword (code_num) and the length of it (numbits)
are continued to be read. The state machine of
implementing the algorithm is shown as Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. State Transition Diagram.
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We use a method to reduce the occupation of the
storage space in algorithm storage code table when we
design the entropy coding module. Code table query,
optimization of code table and index Columbus
encoding are combined as a pipeline unit for parallel
processing, saving the storage space required by the
intermediate result. Entropy coding tasks are processed
in parallel to speed up the execution. ModelSim
simulation result of entropy encoding module is shown
in Fig. 7, in which the state machine judges in state 4,
5, 6 repeatedly and puts out sub-macro-block code
stream (dataout) in state 6.

6. Simulation and Verification
This paper uses the VHDL hardware description
language for implementation, Xilinx ISE for
comprehensive verification and ModelSim 6.2b for
simulation. The device adopted is xc4vsx25 10ff668
from Xilinx. The highest operating frequency can
reach 110 MHz. Comprehensive resource utilization
is shown in Fig. 8.
Encode the interception of the first macro block
data of the I frame with encoding and decoding
software when qp is 36. The code stream of the
output macro-block is placed in memory 2 starting
from the address 0x00980067 in Fig. 9 (a). Fig. 9 (b)
is the simulation result of the system by
ModelSim.6.2b. The encoded stream of macro block
is output from datain_u5_top_o. From the figure it
can be seen that the output data are consistent.
For the image which is 4:2:0 in CIF format, if
25 frames/s, the requirement of the real-time
decoding and playing, is met, the number of cycles

required for processing a macro block is limited
16  16  109
within N 
 10101 with the
352  288  25  10
frequency of 100 MHz. The number of cycles of
simulation of one macro block is about 7000 by
Modelsim with the frequency of 100 MHz, fully
satisfying the requirements of real-time encoding.
When the system is running, PetaLinux embedded
operating system and the SIP protocol stack are
transplanted in MicroBlaze processor in FPGA,
realizing the inter-transmission with PC through RTP
and RTCP protocol. Based on the AVS decoder
software designed by our laboratory, the AVS realtime player is designed in the DirectShow architecture
in PC. The real-time encoding process performance of
the entire AVS coding system is verified.
The system participated in the 2012 Xilinx
OpenHW, open source hardware and embedded
Competition, and won the second prize.

7. Conclusions
The Design and Implementation of AVS I-frame
encoder on FPGA platform is completed in this
paper. From the simulation and verification, the realtime encoding requirement of CIF resolution video
image is met. The proper multiplexing and pipelining
technology is used in the design to optimize the
system, ensuring the efficient operation of the
pipeline and the optimal use of the hardware resource
as well. The system has the features of low cost of
development, high performance and flexibility, easy
to update.

Fig. 7. Simulation Result of Entropy Encoding Module.

Fig. 8. Resource Utilization.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. Output Stream.
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